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Data Sources
This report focuses on parents who were enrolled in NAZ and have received or are currently
receiving NAZ Housing Navigation support.
Data for this report were drawn from three sources:
 NAZ Connect.
 The content of an interview with the NAZ Housing Navigators.
 The content of interviews with a staff member from Urban Homeworks and a staff member
from Project for Pride in Living.
 Full interview content is located in Appendix A of this report.

Short-Term Effects: Is Anyone Better Off?
NAZ and its Partners are working toward the Housing Result:
 Parents will have stable, affordable, healthy housing so their children will
succeed academically.
The key Indicator of progress toward this result is:
 Number of consecutive days in chosen (or) stable housing.
The following questions provide baseline information related to the overall housing result and
indicator.

1.

How many families received Housing Navigation support in 2014
and what percent of families set a housing goal in 2014?

 259 families received Housing Navigation support in 2014. A total of 219 (85%) families had
set a housing goal or goals in 2014.

2.

How many families were referred to housing and how many were
stabilized by the end of 2012, 2013, and 2014?1

 30 families (63%) were stabilized out of 48 referred in 2012, 47 families (32%) were
stabilized out of 147 families referred in 2013, and 92 families (37%) were stabilized out of
249 referred in 2014.

1

Data for this question were taken from the NAZ Dashboard.
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On average, how many times have families moved before and after
they met the goal of “Stabilize Rental Housing” in 2013 and 2014?2

These data include a total of 133 families who met the goal of “stabilize rental housing” in 2013
or 2014, and include any address changes of families that were recorded in NAZ Connect
beginning in 2010 and ending March 2015.
 37 families met the goal of “stabilize rental housing” in 2013. On average, families moved
1.46 times before meeting the goal (range is 0-4 moves) and 0.51 times after meeting the
goal (range is 0-2 moves).
 96 families met the goal of “stabilize rental housing” in 2014. On average, families moved
1.80 times before meeting the goal (range is 0-5 moves) and 0.23 times after meeting the
goal (range is 0-2 moves).

Completed
Goal

Table 1. Average number of moves per family before and after they stabilized their rental housing in 2013
and 2014.
Average Number of Moves

2

Before

After

2013
(n = 37)

1.46

0.51

2014
(n = 96)

1.80

0.23

“Before” was defined as any address change that occurred before the “stabilize rental housing” goal was met.
Dates “before” also included years in the past from 2010. “After” was defined as any address change that
occurred after the day that the “stabilize rental housing” goal was met and included address changes that have
happened up to March 2015. Any address change that occurred on the same day that a family met the goal of
“stabilize rental housing” was not included.
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4.

For families who are receiving housing navigation services in 20132014, what are their Scholar’s school attendance percentages?

 The average attendance rate was 88% (n = 249 Scholars) for children of families receiving
housing navigation services in 2013-20143.

Housing Goals and Steps
There are five goals along the housing continuum that parents may set when receiving Housing
Navigation support. The five goals include (1) Increase My Ability to be Ready to Rent, (2)
Stabilize Rental Housing, (3) Stabilize Mortgage Foreclosure Threat, (4) Obtain Home Ownership
Opportunity, and (5) Create a Home Environment Conducive to Learning. NAZ staff and partners
work together with parents to set and work toward goals related to housing (EAIs 3.1, 3.4, 3.5,
4.1, 4.2, 4.6)

5.

How many families receiving active Housing Navigation support
have set and completed the goal of “Increase My Ability to be Ready
to Rent,” or any steps toward that goal?

 In 2014, 2 parents set the goal to “Increase my ability to be ready to rent” and both
completed the goal.

3

This attendance rate is considered to be NAZ’s baseline rate. In future years NAZ will be able to examine
whether this attendance rate changes for those who have received Housing Navigation.
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6.

How many families receiving active Housing Navigation support
have set and completed the goal of “Stabilize Rental Housing,” or
any steps toward that goal?

 In 2014, 184 parents set the goal of “Stabilize Rental Housing.” 89 parents (48%) completed
this goal.

NAZ Parents who Set or Completed Goals and Steps toward
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7.

How many families receiving active Housing Navigation support
have set and completed the goal of “Stabilize Mortgage Foreclosure
Threat,” or any steps toward that goal?

 In 2014, 2 parents set the goal of “Stabilize Mortgage Foreclosure Threat.” One parent
completed the goal and one is in process of completing the goal (i.e., currently working on
the “become current on mortgage payments” step).

8.

How many families receiving active Housing Navigation support
have set and completed the goal of “Obtain Homeownership
Opportunity,” and any steps toward that goal?

 In 2014, of the 24 parents that set this goal, 3 parents (13%) completed the goal and 2
parents completed a step toward the goal.

NAZ Parents who Set or Completed Goals and Steps
toward Obtain Homeownership Opportunity
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9.

How many families receiving active Housing Navigation support
have set and completed the goal of “Create a Home Environment
Conducive to Learning,” and any steps toward that goal?

 In 2014, of the 45 parents that set this goal, 29 parents (64%) completed the goal, and 13
completed a step toward the goal.

NAZ Parents who Set or Completed Goals and Steps toward
Create a Home Environment Conducive to Learning
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10. What are the three to five most common housing goals families
make and attain? Any less common goals?
In February 2015, the NAZ Internal Evaluation team and NAZ staff conducted interviews with the
NAZ Housing Navigators (HNs). Questions 10 and 11 include relevant data from the interview and
full interview content is located in Appendix A. The following list is a summary of the themes
that emerged from the interview with the Housing Navigators about the common and less
common goals.
 Most family housing goals are related to rental housing stability (estimate 80% of
connections) and then creating a home environment conducive to learning (15%).
 In the past, the focus has been on crisis intervention for housing because of
capacity and this created less room for other goals such as home ownership.
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11. From your perspective and role as a Housing Navigator, what NAZ
features have helped families reach or make progress toward those
goals?
The following themes emerged from the interview with the Housing Navigators about what NAZ
features have helped families meet their goals.
 Families with a stronger relationship with Connector are more likely to meet housing goals.
 It helps to allow families to take the lead on making progress toward their goals (“Parents as
Leaders” value).

Obtaining Stable Housing
The NAZ Housing Solution Plan lays out readiness opportunities, including NAZ Family Academy:
Foundations, assisting parents with accessing financial resources to make stable housing
affordable, connecting NAZ families with the Career and Finance Navigator in order to help NAZ
families obtain stable housing, and NAZ partners helping families access stable and affordable
housing options (EAIs 3.1-3.4).

12. How many families with active Housing Navigation have completed
Foundations?
 20 families (9%) out of 219 families with active Housing Navigation have completed
Foundations.

Parents with Housing Goal who
Completed Foundations
20

Complete
Incomplete

199
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13. In 2014, how many families with active Housing Navigation and a
housing goal had a connection (i.e., showed up) to Career and
Finance?4
 58 families (26%) of 219 families with active Housing Navigation with a housing goal were
successfully connected with Career and Finance in 2014.

Families Referred to Housing Navigation
with Connection to Career and Finance
58
Connection to Career &
Finance
No Connection
161

14. Of the families with active Housing Navigation who set the goal
“Stabilize Rental Housing” in 2014, how many who were connected
with Career and Finance completed the goal compared to those with
no connection to Career and Finance?
 In 2014, 184 families set the goal to “Stabilized Rental Housing.” 56 of these had a
connection to Career and Finance (CF) and 128 had no connection.
 31 families (55%) out of the 56 families had a connection to Career and Finance and
completed the goal “Stabilize Rental Housing.” 58 families (45%) out of 128 families had no
connection to Career and Finance and completed the goal.

Stabilize Rental Housing Goal and Connection to
Career & Finance
Percent of Families
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"No connection” included families that were referred but did not show up to Career and Finance and
families who were not referred/connected to Career and Finance.
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15. How many families receiving Housing Navigation are connected with
specific financial supports?
 In 2014, 39 families received funding through the NAZ Housing Stabilization Fund (NHSF).
 In 2014, 34 families received funding through the Achieving Through Stability (ATS) Fund.
 23 of these families also accessed NHSF for HQS Inspection.
 11 of these families also accessed NHSF for HQS Inspection and additional needs.
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16. How many families is each partner program supporting?
 These data include all families in the NAZ (including families who are receiving Housing
Navigation services and families who are not receiving Housing Navigation services) in each
partner program as of March 10, 2015.
 35 families are served by Urban Homeworks (UHW), 20 families are served by Project for
Pride in Living (PPL), 20 are served by Alliance Housing, 16 are served by Minneapolis Public
Housing Authority (MPHA), 1 family is served by CommonBond Communities, and 1 family is
served by Habitat for Humanity.
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17. What specific supports does your program provide to families
related to housing?
In February 2015, the NAZ Internal Evaluation team and NAZ staff conducted interviews with two
anchor partner program staff members from Urban Homeworks (UHW) and Project for Pride in
Living (PPL). Questions 17-19 include relevant data from the interviews, and full interview content
is located in Appendix A. The following is a summary of questions from the two interviews about
supports PPL and UHW provide to families.
 PPL provides indirect housing services to NAZ families:
 Housing units to families within and adjacent to the NAZ Zone.
 Rental assistance through the ATS grant.
 Self-sufficiency services to support families struggling with issues related to
housing (e.g., paying rent or threats to housing stability).
 UHW provides:
 Rental properties to families on the Northside (market rate and subsidized) is most
common.
 Properties provided in clusters (2-4 block radius to help build a health
community and neighborhood).
 Home ownership program.
 Partner with City of Lakes Land Trust so families can go through a contract
for deed and get their credit ready for home ownership.
 Partner with PPL and families in home ownership through other avenues if
they are not ready for a traditional mortgage.
 Opportunity to work with people with unlawful detainers and felonies.
 Priority to NAZ families on their waiting list.
 Notifications to NAZ when a family has not paid rent or needs additional support
(e.g., behavioral health needs).
 Funding to residents for planning neighborhood events.

18. From your perspective which specific supports do you think families
have received from your program that have been most helpful in
meeting their housing goals?
The following is a summary of questions from the two interviews related to supports PPL and
UHW think are most helpful to families in meeting their housing goals.
 PPL provides financial support through rental assistance funding.
 Housing issues often come down to what people can afford. Families often end up
in substandard housing because they cannot afford quality housing.
 UHW “allows more grace in their housing than other programs which really helps lead to
stability.”
 For example, work with families on payments and behavioral issues.
 Engage families in the growing process and “walk with individuals.”
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19. How does your partnership with NAZ affect your ability to serve
families?
The following is a summary of questions from the two interviews related to how the partnership
with NAZ affects their ability to serve families.
 Can provide additional financial support to families through the grant.
 Will serve about 40 families.
 Many of the families who received financial assistance wanted to move to new
housing options.
 Much of serving families is constrained by the housing market.
 Based on luck of housing available.
 Families know additional resources are available and understand what NAZ has to offer
(e.g., Family Academy).
 Co-location of NAZ Housing Navigators at UHW is a bonus.
 Housing Navigators are in the loop and this helps serve families better.
 Shorter response time.
 Can get ahead of an issue versus not being able to respond right away to needs of
a family.
 Higher engagement of NAZ families versus other families at UHW.
 For example, more NAZ families participate on resident council that meets every
month and help develop community events.
 Some of the most successful families engaged in community and housing stability
are NAZ families. Having full family support and housing opportunities through
UHW contribute to this success.
 NAZ has a huge influence on building awareness of home ownership.
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